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Forté®  Interaction Report

Minimize Conflict
Maximize Synergy

Do all of your people work well together on a 
one-to-one basis?

What is it?
The Forté Interaction report is a valuable tool in building 
and maintaining relationships and teams. It helps two peo-
ple communicate more effectively to accomplish common 
goals in a positive and productive way. The report details 
each person’s communication style and outlines how they 
can best work together. Importantly, it highlights potential 
areas of misunderstanding and how to overcome them. The 
objective of the report is to create a direction and measure-
ment for the development of a positive, trusting relation-
ship.
The Report Contains:
Forté Communication Style Profiles for each person. This de-

tailed report outlines each person’s key strengths, their leader-

ship style, sensitivities, motivators, de-motivators, and where 

there is any potential for conflict.

 • A comparison between primary preferences of
communicating.

 • A comparison between  the current adapting styles in the
designated environment.

 • Coaching on how best to communicate with each other
so that each person’s ideas are accepted, understood and
acted on.

 • A summary of areas of potential misunderstanding.
 • Specific direction in how to maintain a positive trusting,

relationship.

Business Benefits

• Encourages the appreciation and benefits of others’

strengths, even if very different from our own.

• Improves synergy in working relationships, therefore maxi-

mizes performance.

• Risk-free guide to improving relationships with anyone.

• Simple strategies to improve relationships that are easy to

implement.

• Demonstrates proactive action to reduce the impact of poor

working relationships.

• The first step in building understanding of one’s strengths is

the Forté Communication Style Report.  This is the natural

second step to building understanding of another person’s

strengths and how we balance with each other.

Forté is an impactful, 
highly accurate 
communication style 
profile, used globally at 
all levels and sizes of  
organizations and 
validated for over 30 
years. To date over 6 
million Forté profiles 
have been completed.

“This has helped me to understand my colleague better and I really believe 
it will improve our working relationship”

Sales Manager, Electronics Industry
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Is a poor working relationship hampering an otherwise successful 
performer on your team? Could your team benefit from better 
interpersonal skills? 

If so, Forté is your solution!


